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The paradox of protection











Why preparedness has not improved:

Most modern philosophies for risk management assume that people 
are, at their core, rational in how they make decisions in the face of 
risk.  Given complete information about a prospective risk, people will:

a. Understand its personal consequences; 

b. Undertake appropriate preventive action



Why preparedness has not improved:

Unfortunately, this assumption is rarely true. If we want to improve 
preparedness, we first need to understand how people actually think 
about risk, and then design risk-management schemes that 
acknowledge and conform to these cognitive limitations, NOT compete 
with them



Today

• A brief (but necessary) primer on disaster psychology

• A new approach to assessing and designing preparedness plans---the 
behavioral risk audit



How we think: a confluence of two systems

System 1: 
Fast, 

Automated, 
Reflexive.

System 2: 
Slower, 

Deliberative

Requires 
Training

Requires 
Accurate 
“Mental 
Models” 



Southgate, 
KY, May 28, 
1977















How might we better prevent such disasters? 

• Predicting hazardous event and having tools to mitigate losses is only 
half the solution.  Predicting how people will respond to these 
predictions and use these tools is, in many cases, even more 
important. 



The Key

• Because of the rarity of extreme events, it will be fruitless to try to 
correct biases.  The best risk-management strategies will be those 
that acknowledge biases and design systems that are resilient to 
them. 



The Behavioral Risk Audit 

Bias Manifestation Consequence Remedy



The Core biases

• Optimism

• Myopia

• Amnesia

• Herding 

• Inertia

• Simplification



Example 1: Excessive Optimism

• Disasters are unlikely

• Disasters ARE likely---but they won’t happen to me

• My preparations will be enough

• I have enough time to prepare



Calverton Airport, LI, Dec. 2012

http://www.autoblog.com/photos/airport-full-of-sandy-damaged-cars/




How we think of likelihood

Perceived Risk: 
1/10

Actual Risk: 2/3

Way the disaster could occur

Way the disaster could NOT 
occur

“Are you 
worried?” “No, not 

all all!” 



Hence, why bother to move my car? 



Remedy: nudge the mental sampling

• Geo-targeting warnings 

• Describe likely specific effects and actions

• Use vivid imagery



…Instilling fear can sometimes work



Example 2: Simplification

• The “single action” bias





Example 3: Inertia

A common decision heuristic: when in doubt, choose the default or 
status quo



Making Safety the Default

• Provide residents with “free” annual preparedness kits paid for with 
local taxes that they can opt-out of for a refund

• Make earthquake insurance opt-out rather than opt-in in high-risk 
areas (e.g., part of property taxes for which you can request a refund)

• Health club model: design long-term insurance policies where 
renewal is automatic and committed to ex-ante



Behavioral Risk Audit: Flood Preparedness

Bias Manifestation Consequence Remedy

Optimism Belief that probability of a flood 
is remote

Tendency to see flood insurance 
as too expensive 

Home-specific assessment of 
risk and annualized expected 
losses

Myopia Tendency to see better 
immediate uses for premium 

money 

Procrastination of purchasing 
policies 

Time-sensitive promotions on 
policies; e.g., early-purchase 

discounts

Amnesia Poor memory for past floods Failure to renew flood policy Long-term policies where 
renewal is automatic 

Herding Tendency to base insurance 
decision on whether neighbors 

have policies

Imitation of community 
reluctance to adopt policies

Communication programs that 
emphasize social norms of 

safety



Conclusion

• Effective risk management will require a fundamental change in the 
mindset of how we think about strategies for risk management.  Good 
engineering and information is not enough; we need to develop 
strategies that take into account the psychology of how people utilize 
and process these inputs



Thank you!


